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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Purpose of this Customer Presentation:This presentation is intended to be used by the <Partner> to articulate the value of a partner solution integrated with the Teams platformIntroduction and contextSet the context for the rising frequency of hybrid work and how this affects organizational collaboration. List specific challenges that customers may encounter and portray how your application in Teams directly solves these.Pillars and featuresDive into the core benefit pillars offered through integration. List features and capabilities that support the pillars and allow for better collaboration in hybrid environments.Application in actionInclude a demonstration video or live demo and customer success story to showcase the application in Teams. ConclusionRestate the core benefit pillars and direct the customer to the listing in AppSource.Tips:Make sure that your deck explicitly talks about your solution integrated with Teams, not just a stand-alone app. Focus on how the integration meets specific customer needs, especially in a hybrid work setting and for a particular team within a businessBegin each slide title and bullet points with a verb



Create and engaging and 
collaborative learning 
experience with LMS365 in 
Microsoft Teams

Access learning in your existing 
Microsoft environment

Create a collaborative learning 
workspace

Create and deliver learning in 
the flow of work

So, why should you switch to using 
LMS365 inside Microsoft Teams?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unique value proposition and pillarsMake sure to highlight and callout what unique scenarios can the audience achieve using the app inside Teams – something that stands out vs other channels eg: web browser, Android/iOS native apps where users can use your appCommunicate what the audience will be able to accomplish with your collaborative app in TeamsBegin the statement with a verbMake the statement clear and specificInclude 3 core benefit pillarsKeep these briefAlign the pillars directly to the previously introduced challenges



LMS365 for 
Microsoft Teams

Personas in 
this demo

• Learners  
• L&D Manager
• LMS365 Admins

Business Context 
in this demo

With LMS365 for Microsoft 
Teams, organizations in all 
industries can build a truly 
collaborative learning culture 
where learners get easy access 
to training content without 
leaving the Teams platform. 

Want to learn more about LMS365? Click here

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DemonstrationInclude a demo video or live-action demonstration 

https://lms365.com/build-for-your-preferred-software/
https://vimeo.com/731649297/accb3ae745


Create an engaging and 
collaborative learning 
experience with LMS365 in 
Microsoft Teams

Access learning in your existing 
Microsoft environment

Create a collaborative learning 
workspace

Create and deliver learning in 
the flow of work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recap solution integration benefitsSummarize how your solution in Teams will create positive customer outcomes



Visit Teams App Store to get started 
with LMS365 for Microsoft Teams

Get the app now

Learn more
Visit AppSource to see the app details and 
experience screenshots

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Call to actionUpdate this slide to include the AppSource link to your solution

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-US/product/office/elearningforce.lms365_spfx
https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-US/product/office/elearningforce.lms365_spfx
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